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Skills
JavaScript, React, Redux, HTML, CSS, Ruby, Ruby on Rails, Mongoose, MongoDB, Node.js, Express.js, SQL, SQLite3,
PostgreSQL, Webpack, jQuery, Git, Heroku

Projects
Artisty live site | github
HTML5 , SCSS , JavaScript, React / Redux, Ruby on Rails, Node.js, postgreSQL, Heroku, AWS, Webpack
A full-stack, single-page app clone of Etsy that promotes different artists and their works.

■ Implemented CRUD functionality to allow for real-time user input through reviews and the shopping cart
■ Leveraged a Rails backend using JSON API requests with JBuilder to manage state in React
■ Integrated SCSS mixins to implement consistent styling for efficient and DRY code

Feline Fever live site | github
HTML5, CSS3, Vanilla JavaScript, postgreSQL, Webpack
An interactive rhythm game that features Felix the Cat, who wants to be the best dancer there ever was.

■ Built animations using requestAnimationFrame and delta time, improving the falling sequence of the arrows
■ Employed HTML5 Canvas to render a background image with falling arrows, utilizing various DOM event

listeners to make the game more interactive

PharmAssist live site | github
HTML5, SCSS, JavaScript, React / Redux, Mongoose, MongoDB, Node.js, Express.js, Heroku, Webpack
A MERN stack medication scheduler that allows users to keep track of their prescribed regimen through an interactive
calendar, along with a map of nearby pharmacies.

■ Applied CSS animations using keyframes to enhance user interface
■ Constructed a search bar using the Prescribable RxNorm API to obtain generic and brand medication names
■ Collaborated with other software engineers, advising on frontend functionality and visual design

Experience
Staff Pharmacist | September 2020 - July 2021
CVS Health

■ Organized staff schedules weekly, optimizing performance and providing increased experience for new hires
■ Facilitated training of newly hired pharmacy technicians to assimilate them into a fast-paced environment
■ Utilized pharmacy software that managed patient profiles, inventory and prescription data-entry

Pharmacy Intern | November 2016 - September 2020
CVS Health

■ Processed, filled and dispensed prescriptions to distribute patients' medications correctly and productively
■ Counseled patients on their medications and delivered recommendations of over the counter products under

the supervision of the pharmacist-on-duty

Education
App Academy | August 2021 - November 2021 | New York, NY
Immersive 16-week full stack web development program that includes 1000+ hours of curriculum

Rutgers University | September 2014 - May 2020 | New Brunswick, NJ
Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy, Doctor of Pharmacy
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